Biodegradability of nanoparticle modified fiber reinforced polyester resin nanocomposite
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Abstract

Copper nanoparticles (CuNPs) have been synthesized under chemical reduction and in aqueous medium where polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) played a role as a stabilizer. From Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images analysis, calculated average size of the synthesized CuNPs was 3.5 nm. The synthesized CuNPs were loaded in the oil palm empty fruit bunch (EFB) natural fibers. Surface of the fibers were modified by cationic agent (CA). The existence of hydroxyl group in fibres exhibit negative charge and inhibit the PVA surrounded negatively charged on CuNPs. Several types of composites were developed using hand mixing process by varying the fiber types. The developed composites were formulated using untreated empty fruit bunch fibers (UF) and CuNPs loaded EFB fibers (NF) with commercially available unsaturated polyester resin (UPER). The UF, NF, UPER and nanocomposites were characterized by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM), x-ray diffactometer (XRD), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), tensile strength test, etc. The results from biodegradation study showed that significant weight loss was not observed for virgin resin (VR) and VR-NF nanocomposite whereas, the VR-UF composite showed ca. 13.3% weight loss at 90 days, reflected to preferential degradation of the natural fibers.
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Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Crystallite size (nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Intensity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ</td>
<td>Diffraction angle (degree)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ</td>
<td>Wave length of X-ray (Angstrom)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β</td>
<td>FWHM (radians)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1. Introduction

Fiber–reinforced plastic composites have played a potential role due to a variety of applications for their high specific strength and modulus. The traditional fiber–reinforced plastics are usually made up of synthetic fiber–reinforced composites, which are considered critically and because of their environmental complications such materials are less popular. Recently, the interest is growing for alternatives which are the natural fibers based biodegradable plastic composites [1–4]. The benefits of natural fibers are: biodegradability, renewability, low cost, and low density. This light fiber can give superior specific stiffness and strength that are analogous to the respective synthetic fibers like glass fibers. The promising applications of natural fiber reinforced composites: door, package trays, instrument panels, arm rest, seat back and glove boxes [1]. However, the drawbacks of natural fibers are the high degree of moisture absorption, poor wettability with non-polar polymers, low-adhesion of untreated fibers with polymer–matrix facilitates the retardation of significant bonding during aging [3–5]. To seize these difficulties the promising methods are the fabrication of fiber, cautious choice of pair (fiber and matrix), and advance development procedures [6, 7].

Many natural fibers such as kenaf, flax, and jute are using as reinforcements for plastic composite materials [1–4]. With these, oil palm empty fruit bunch (EFB) fibers are also popular for the same functioning. EFB fiber is mainly a cellulosic materials and an abundant renewable biomass in some countries like Malaysia, Indonesia, India, Brazil, etc. However, this biomass still remains less important even though they have environmentally friendly and biocompatible features. Consequently, improvement of mechanical and antibacterial performance of EFB fibers using facile approach attracts many researchers. To exhibit a broad-spectrum biocide and inhibition of the growth of bacteria, fungi and algae, Cu is very prominent. Hence, the present work has been undertaken to synthesize CuNPs, which, is then embedded in EFB fibers, to make them strong and durable. This strong and durable fibers can be exploited in due applications especially for nanocomposite, which may be suggested for many value-added industrial products such as automotive, agriculture and other industrial sectors [8]. Especially, it is the first time attempt has been made to study the properties of CuNPs loaded EFB fiber–reinforced unsaturated polyester resin (UPER) composites. Prior to the loading of CuNPs in fibers, the surface of them are modified by the cationic agent (CA) to ensure the optimum impregnation [9]. Thereafter, several kinds of composite were developed; characterized through FTIR, FESEM, XRD, DSC, tensile strength tests, etc. and the materials properties are studied.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Copper chloride dihydrate salt with 98 % purity and analytical grade sodium hydroxide were procured from ALDRICH. Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) (MW = 30,000 –70,000), sodium borohydride (purity 99 %), ascorbic acid (purity 99.7 %) and 60% solution of (3-Chloro-2-hydroxypropyl)trimethylammonium chloride (CA) solution were purchased from ALDRICH. Raw EFB fibers (average density = 1.1868 g/cm³) were collected from the LKPP Corporation Sdn. Bhd., Kuantan, Malaysia. Unsaturated polyester resin (268BQT, commercial grade) obtained from PERMULA Chemicals SDN BHD. 2-Butanone peroxide (ALDRICH) was used as cross-linker.

2.2. Methods

The raw fibers of golden-brown color with an average diameter of 0.175 ± 0.071 mm were washed to remove dust particles and dried under sunlight for 3 days. The fibers thus obtained were referred to untreated EFB fibers (UF).
CuNPs were synthesized in 0.5% PVA solution with deionized (DI) water. Copper chloride (250 mg) and ascorbic acid (20 times with respect to the precursor molar ratio) were subsequently added in 100 mL PVA solution with vigorous stirring. About 7.0 mL solution of sodium borohydride (0.347 M) was injected drop-wise to the above-mentioned reaction mixture with continuous stirring for 2 h for the preparation of CuNPs sols. The UF fibers were dipped in 20% CA solution by maintaining a liquor ratio of 1:25 in a water bath for cationization reaction. During the cationization process, the bath was set at a constant temperature of 60 °C along with continuous agitation. Thereafter, 15% sodium hydroxide (40 g/L) with respect to the fiber-weight was added in three steps at an interval of 5 min, and the mixture was further stirred for 15 min.

The cationized EFB (CF) fibers were removed from the bath, rinsed several times with water, neutralized and then dried at the ambient temperatures. The CF fibers were introduced in the synthesized CuNPs sols of copper concentration 250 mg/L, maintaining the fiber to sol ratio of 1:25 with continuous shaking by a mechanical shaker for 12 h. Then, the CuNPs reinforced CF (NF) fibers were removed from the bath, rinsed with water, and dried in the dark place at room temperature.

Fourier-transformed infrared (FTIR) spectra of liquid samples were taken with a PerkinElmer Spectrum 100 FTIR Spectrometer over the frequency range 4000–650 cm\(^{-1}\). On the other hand, FTIR spectra of different solid samples were recorded over the same frequency range using a Thermo Scientific Model Smart Performer attenuated total reflectance (ATR) accessory of Ge crystal, attached to a Thermo Scientific spectrophotometer (Model Nicolet Avatar-370) with a single bounce. The degree of cationization (\(C_d\)) was calculated according to the following relation [9]:

\[
C_d = \frac{(I_{1648} - I_{1495})}{I_{1648}} \times 100
\]  

where \(I_{1648}\) and \(I_{1495}\) are the maximum intensities of peak at 1648 and 1495 cm\(^{-1}\), respectively.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed by a LEO 912 AB EFTEM operating at 120 kV to monitor the size of nanoparticles. Treated and untreated EFB fiber (UF) surface were investigated by using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) of model ZEISS, EVO50, Germany. Surface morphologies of fibers were also investigated by using a field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) of JEOL JSM-7600F, USA, equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) system (OXFORD INCA. Fibers were mounted on sample holders with carbon tape and sputtered by platinum.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) data were collected by using a RigakuMiniFlex II (30 kV and 15 mA), Japan, equipped with computer-controlled software to set up the apparatus and analyze the data. The average size of the cellulose crystallites, \(D_{hkl}\), was determined with the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the (002) peak by using the following Scherer formula:

\[
D_{hkl} = \frac{0.9 \lambda}{\beta \cos\theta}
\]  

where \(\beta\) is the FWHM (in radians) and \(\theta\) is the diffraction angle.

The X-ray crystallinity, \(Crl(\%)\), was calculated by the help of Segal’s method with the following equation [10]:

\[
Crl(\%) = \frac{(I_{002} - I_{am})}{I_{002}} \times 100
\]  

where \(I_{002}\) is the maximum intensity of 002 (at \(2\theta \approx 22^\circ\)) reflections from the crystalline and amorphous components, and \(I_{am}\) (at \(2\theta \approx 16^\circ\)) is the minimum intensity of diffraction from the amorphous part of EFB fibers.

The single EFB fibers were subjected to the ASTM D3379-75 standard test method for tensile strength. The single fibers were individually placed in the grips of a DIA-STRON LTD/U.K (FDAS 765) tensile testing machine, and the supporting sides of the paper were carefully cut to maintain the gauge length of 30 mm, at a rate of 3
mm/min using a 500 N-load cell. Average strength was obtained using from 50 specimens. The tensile tests of composites were carried out using the same machine as according to the standard methods ASTM D3039. The used wt.% of fiber was 30% which was optimized and so it was used. The crosshead speed of the tensile testing was set at 3 mm/min. The dimension for tensile specimen is 60 mm long and 13 mm wide. All the results were taken as the average value of twenty samples.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was performed to determine the glass transition temperature \( T_g \), melting temperature \( T_m \) and crystallization temperature \( T_c \), using a TA/Q1000 apparatus under nitrogen atmosphere.

Biodegradability was determined by measuring the weight loss of the specimens which are buried in soil. The test was done by using the soil of 1:1 mixture of black soil and leaf mold for gardening. The selected each specimen was buried in the aforesaid soil and incubated at room temperature (25–30 °C). At two days intervals, water was poured so that the soil was kept in humid condition. After burial of particular time the specimens were exposed from the soil, where the burial duration followed for 30, 60 and 90 days, respectively. Thereafter, the specimens were washed with water and dried at 40 °C in a vacuum oven up to a constant weight. The weight loss (%) is calculated according to the following formula:

\[
\text{Weight loss (\%) = } \frac{(W_i-W_f)}{W_i} \times 100
\]

where \( W_i \) and \( W_f \) are the dry weights of composites at the before and after the burial, respectively.

3. Results and discussion

Due to the addition of reducing agent, a clear change of sol color is observed, where the light-blue colored aqueous solution changes to wine red, which is a considerable indication of the formation of CuNPs in the sol. In addition, Fig. 1(i) illustrates the FTIR spectra of solutions before and after CuNPs formation. A broad absorption band of hydroxyl (O–H) groups of PVA chains appear at 3359 cm\(^{-1}\) and 3341 cm\(^{-1}\) before and after nanoparticles (NPs) formation, respectively, showing 18 units red shift of this polar group. This shifting of wavenumber demonstrates that PVA molecules facilitate coordination with Cu\(^{2+}\) species. Such coordination through the ester bond of PVA to Cu species due to the electrostatic attractions was described elsewhere [11]. The ester bond is located at 1047 cm\(^{-1}\) before NPs formation and shifted to 1039 cm\(^{-1}\) after NPs formation, indicating the coordination of polar –O-H groups with Cu species.

The morphologies and sizes of CuNPs in the sol were observed by TEM as shown in Fig. 1(ii), where the developed NPs in the sol are in sizes in the order of 1.2–10.5 nm (average size of 3.5±1.1 nm) with spherical shape. The morphologies and sizes of CuNPs were also observed by FESEM and XRD, respectively.

The adsorptions of CuNPs on CF fibers measured by EDX also (shown in EDX spectrum of Fig. 2(b)). Actually, when CF fibers are immersed in CuNPs sol; where, CuNPs stabilized by negatively charged PVA spheres can readily be adsorbed by the positive sites of CF. At the fiber surface, a large number of negative charges were reduced because of cationization of fibers, thereby increasing the adsorption capability of functionalized copper nanoparticles due to an attractive interaction between CF and CuNPs.

The X-ray diffractograms of different fibers are illustrated in Fig. 3(i). The peak appearing at 2\( \theta \)=42.3° for NF has been reportedly attributed to the 111 reflection from the cubic copper crystal [12]. This finding demonstrates the CuNPs impregnation in the fibers. The average size of CuNPs as analyzed from (1 1 1) peak is ~17 nm.
Table 2 represents the mechanical performances (TS) of different fibers in different conditions before burial (BB) and after burial (AB) under soil. Analyses show that the increase in TS of NF fiber from UF fiber before burial is 25%. This increase in TS is rational, because the functionalized CuNPs can enter into fiber matrices and act as filler or plasticizer, which contribute to load sharing during stretching the fibers. On the other hand, the TS of UF and NF after soil burial decreases by 32% and 25% from their respective TS before burial, resulting in 7% antifungal activity. However, the TS-decrease of UF fibers is more than NF fibers, demonstrating that CuNPs reinforced fibers are more durable than the control ones. This fact is due to the metallic CuNPs can show a certain degree of sterilization, because the catalytic properties of metallic species partly help to create active oxygen in water, which dissolve the organic substances to maintain sterilizing effect [13].

Fig. 3(ii) represents the FTIR spectra of (a) VR, (b) NF-VRC. The major absorbance peaks obtained for the VR are: (a) the peak around 3450 cm\(^{-1}\), which may be attributed to the OH stretching, (b) the strong peaks at 3089 and 2976 cm\(^{-1}\) that can be assigned to the C–H stretching in aromatic and aliphatic moieties, respectively, (c) the C=O stretching (from ester linkage) observed at 1732 cm\(^{-1}\), also observed at 1955 cm\(^{-1}\) [14] (d) the CH\(_2\) deformation appearing at 1450 cm\(^{-1}\), and (e) the C–O asymmetric mode of the ester groups observed at 1073 cm\(^{-1}\). The FTIR spectrum of NF-VRC also indicates the presence of aforesaid functional groups absorption frequencies with some shifting in some important positions. The crucial changes of peak at 1955 cm\(^{-1}\) is almost invisible in the spectrum of
Fig. 3(ii) (spectrum b) as well as the significant red shift occurred for C=O and C–O groups from ester moiety. These observed findings are indicating the significant degree of bonding among the components of composites.

The DSC parameters from thermograms of VR and NF-VRC are shown in Table 1. On heating, the pure VR displays three main successive transitions: a glass transition, a cold crystallisation exotherm and a melting endotherm, which are respectively characterized by temperatures Tg, Tc and Tm. The presence of single melting peak of the composites is due to the existence of single phase of composite, developed during the controlled cooling process in the presence of NP-CF fibers [15]. In table 1, the Tg value of VR in the NF-VRC decreases. This fact can be explained on the basis of the polymer chain mobility, which is easier in VR as compared to NF-VRC, because the higher crystallinity for the latter, as obvious from the XRD study, is a strong evidence for more restrictions of chain movement. The Tc decreases significantly for composites, as VR > NF-VRC. Interestingly, changes of melting endotherm of composites are also displayed the similar outline.

![Fig. 3(i) XRD patterns of different fibers: (a) UF, (b) CF, and (c) NF, and (ii) FTIR spectra of (a) VR and (b) NF-VRC.](image)

The most important factor to obtain a good fiber reinforced composites is the adhesion between matrix polymers or the fiber and interphase properties. Due to the presence of hydroxyl group in natural fibers, the moisture absorption is high which leads to poor wettability and weak interfacial bonding between fibers and hydrophobic
matrices. Therefore, in order to develop composites with better mechanical properties, it is necessary to impart hydrophobicity to the fibers by suitable modification [16].

The surface modification of UF would not only decrease the moisture absorption, but would improve the wettability of fiber and matrix at interphase region hence subsequently improves the mechanical properties of the composites. The tensile properties of the resin at 0 wt.% of fiber (i.e., virgin resin, VR) is used as control. It is observed that the use of 30 wt.% NF, performed the improved tensile properties compare of the VR composites. The superior mechanical properties of NF based composites as compared to UF composites are attributed to the fact that treatment improves the fiber surface adhesives characteristics by fibrillation process [17].

The weight loss increased with burial-time for all the specimens and the results are shown in Fig. 4. Significant difference observed between VR and NF-VRC samples at 90 days. The UF-VRC specimen buried for more than 60 days could not be fully recovered because of a considerable fragmentation. Apparent decay of neat VR and NF-VRC is slower than that of UF-VR, indicating that UF has a higher biodegradability than NF. This phenomenon is logical due to the achievement of strong and durable properties of NF. Cautious observation reveals that some hollows generated by the biodegradation of matrix VR are appeared for all the VR samples after 30 days. The biodegradability of matrix polymer is thought to be almost the same for all the samples, as far as judging from the growth of hollows of the matrix VR. It is thought that the faster fragmentation of UF-VRC is caused by a rapid biodegradation of UF exposed on the surface by the biodegradation of the matrix VR.

Table 3 represents the TS of VR, UF-VRC, and NF-VRC at different conditions. Clearly, NF-VRC showed the highest TS, which are immediately followed by UF-VRC. The respective increase of TS of NF-VRC from UF-VRC is about 27%, and from VR is 58%, denoting a significant figure to enhance materials properties. This better performance of the resulting composites can be attributed to the increased compatibility between NP-CF fibers and VR because of the modification of UF fibers surface by both CA and CuNPs treatments. On the other hand, the increase of TS in the composites merely for the inclusion of UF fibers content may be assigned to the robust TS value of the individual EFB fiber [18]. However, when UF fiber content is greater than 30 wt%, the composites become inhomogeneous because of the fiber–fiber interaction whose effect may cause to develop fiber-agglomeration in the composites, as reported elsewhere [19].
4. Conclusion

CuNPs have been synthesized at ambient conditions which were loaded in UF via cationization with CA. FTIR result has confirmed the 36% cationization. FESEM and XRD analyses for NF revealed that CuNPs were impregnated in the fiber which can improve the strength and durability of the fibers. The developed NF-VRC has good mechanical performances and controlled biodegradability. For NF-VRC, the obtained results from FTIR, DSC and 12% decrease of $T_g$ are pointed out a substantial enhancement of materials properties by NF. FTIR spectroscopy has provided strong evidence for bond formation among the components of NF-VRC. Furthermore, findings observed from DSC and X-ray diffraction have been consistent. The new material studied has potential for usable materials in replace of different particle boards.
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